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Choose the letter of the correct answer.

FUTURE CONTINUOUS TENSE
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______ 1. What is the future continuous tense?

  A. A verb tense that expresses something in the future.

  B. A verb tense that expresses an ongoing action in the future.

  C. A verb tense that expresses something in the past.

  D. A verb tense that expresses an ongoing action at present.

______ 2. How does the simple future differ from the future continuous?

  A. Simple future talks about something happening in the future, while the future

continuous tense expresses any future action.

  B. The simple future expresses any future action, while the future continuous

tense talks about something happening in the future.

______ 3. Which is the correct structure of a future continuous verb?

  A. Will + base verb

  B. Will + have + past participle

  C. Will be + present participle

  D. Will have been + present participle

______ 4. TRUE or FALSE: The future continuous tense can be expressed in

interrogative sentences.

  A. True                    B. False

______ 5. Which verb is in the future continuous form?

  A. Will listen

  B. Will have listened

  C. Will have been listening

  D. Will be listening
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Write the future continuous form of the verb.
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____________________________ 1. Skip

____________________________ 2. Not pull

____________________________ 3. Teach

____________________________ 4. Study

____________________________ 5. Write

____________________________ 6. Run

____________________________ 7. Fight

____________________________ 8. Play

____________________________ 9. Analyze

____________________________ 10. Generate

Example: Do
Answer: Will be doing

Will be skipping

Will not be pulling

Will be teaching

Will be studying

Will be writing

Will be running

Will be fighting

Will be playing

Will be analyzing

Will be generating
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Complete the sentence with the correct future continuous tense verb.

___________________ (you, work) until tomorrow?

They ___________________ (stay) for three weeks starting tomorrow.

At 4 PM, she ___________________ (prepare) for the party.

Experts say it ___________________ (rain) tomorrow.

My father ___________________ (golf) later.
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Example:  I ___________ (study) later.
Answer: will be studying

Will you be working

Will be staying

Will be preparing

Will be raining

Will be golfing
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